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The IRT Advantage Air Series is designed and manufactured with high quality materials to provide 
reliability and longevity in protecting industry assets and our environment.
This model of our popular Advantage Air Series includes a number of additional features that enhance 
the safety of those given access to the rectifier interior and allow “touch-safe” access to the rectifier 
front instrument panel.

STANDARD FEATURES
Features are the same as the Advantage Air Series but with 
the following enhancements:

n Tap link bar output adjustment replaced with tap switch 
adjustment; eliminates possible operator contact with 

“live” transformer tap connections and occurrences 
of tap connections not being re-tightened sufficiently 
after tap adjustment changes are made (often leading 
to heated and damaged tap connections and panels). 
Also, for 3-phase rectifiers, this allows much easier 
adjustment and ensures all phases are adjusted equally.

(Note: Tap switch adjustment is not recommended for areas where sour 
gas (H2S) is present, areas prone to very fine blown dust, or areas where 
other atmospheric corrosion issues can occur. In these circumstances, 
please consult with our Sales team to explore other options.)

n Open frame type fuseholder(s) replaced with enclosed 
type fuseholder(s); eliminates possible contact with 

“live” fuse connections and allows for enhanced fuse 
connectivity (resulting in less heating of the fuse) due 
to direct fuse connection to the enclosed holder (not 
reliant on spring-type fuse clips).

n Clear “Lexan” polycarbonate barrier covers all exposed 
DC components and connections located on the front 
instrument panel. The barrier is equipped with retained 
mounting hardware and slotted attachment brackets to 
facilitate simple removal and replacement of the barrier.

n An interruption access opening with protective 
cover and the low voltage interrupt terminals feature 
allows for easy connection of an external interrupter 
device (dry contact only) to allow interruption of the 
rectifier DC output without the need to disconnect any 
potentially “live” rectifier connections or wiring.

Advantage Air - Safety Enhanced Model
Cathodic Protection Rectifier

COMMON OPTIONAL FEATURE:
n GFCI (ground-fault circuit interrupter) outlet 

feature safely provides power to operators 
for auxiliary equipment without the need for 
accessing/disturbing rectifier connections/wiring.
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 Safety Enhanced Features 

Integrated Rectifier Technologies provides our Advantage Series of rectifier with the electrical  
 safety feature requirements needed in many of today’s applications. Utilizing the existing design 
 platform of our Advantage Series Rectifier plus the addition of quality safety enhancements allow 
 for “Touch Safe” access to the front panel of the Rectifier.  

“Touch Safe” Features:
Available in our Advantage line of Air Cooled  

 enclosure  (Cabinet rating and optional construction 
dependant on application) 

Tap Switch Adjustment allows for adjustment of 
the rectifier output without the requirement of turning 
off the rectifier power while increasing/decreasing 
output

Dead Front Fuse Holders allow for safe fuse 
removal and insertion. The holders larger contact 
surface allows for cooler running and superior  
electrical properties 

GFI Receptacle c/w over load breaker  
protection allows for safe power access to run  
external interrupters and other logging devices  

“Touch Safe” Lexan Barrier covers all the ex-
posed DC components located on the front panel. 
The slotted attachment brackets offers a simple 
means for removal and/or replacement of the barrier 

Interruption Ports/ Terminals allow for easy 
Interrupter connection to the rectifier using external/                        
portable Interrupters without the need to disconnect                        
any rectifier wiring 
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